Introduction
============

The constant and rapid development in the stem cell field provides new tools to advance the areas of regenerative medicine and therapeutics. However, there is a gap in our understanding of the biological process that underlies their beneficial effects, not only at the cellular level but also at the level of tissues, organs, and systems. Human umbilical cord (HUC) mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are multipotent cells, which by definition must grow as attached cells that self-renew and exhibit chondrogenic, adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation capacity *in vitro.* Also, HUC-MSCs must express the mesenchymal surface markers CD73, CD90, CD105 and be negative for CD11b, CD19, CD34, CD45, and negative for the leukocyte antigen HLA-DR [@B1]. HUCs are one of the most studied MSCs because it is relatively easy to obtain the source material, without the need of invasive and painful surgical procedure; in fact, umbilical cords are usually treated as biological waste. Compare with other tissue sources, the HUC-MSCs have a higher percentage of proliferating cells that can be maintained for more passages prior to senescence. In respect to their potential application as therapeutic tools, HUCs, similar to other tissue-derived MSCs exhibit immunomodulatory properties [@B2], [@B3] and have the potential to control autoimmune diseases, such as Crohn\'s disease [@B4], multiple sclerosis [@B5], [@B6] and rheumatoid arthritis [@B7], [@B8]. Despite the evidence that MSCs provide therapeutic benefits, there are concerns for the potential of adverse effects, such as embolism, disease transmission, or cancer [@B9]-[@B11]. In previous work, we demonstrated that UC-MSCs had anticancer properties [@B12]-[@B14]. Furthermore, after intravenous MSC injection, the cells get trapped in lung and other organs with high capillarity for at least 24 h after infusion [@B15], [@B16].

Recently, the therapeutic effect of MSCs was shown to be, in part, due to the production and secretion of bioactive compounds and extracellular vesicles, rather than for the cellular differentiation and expansion after implantation [@B17]-[@B20]. Exosomes, naturally occurring microvesicles, are part of the MSCs secretome and appear to mediate some of their physiological effects [@B21], [@B22]. Exosomes are formed in the endosome, and their membrane shares similar attributes with the parental cell membrane including transmembrane (e.g., integrins and tetrasanins) and peripheral proteins (e.g., Lactadherin), lipids (e.g., phosphatidylserines), glycans (e.g., polylactosamine), among others, that play an important role in cell signaling and communication [@B23]-[@B27]. For the last decade, the cargo of exosomes has been an important subject of research because of its involvement in different metabolic process [@B28], [@B29], and variation of the cargo correlates to changes in the inter- and external cell environment [@B30], [@B31]. It has been demonstrated the important role of EVs, especially exosomes in cell to cell communication [@B32], antigen presentation [@B33], [@B34], cell adhesion [@B35], gene silencing [@B36], tissue remodeling [@B37] and cancer progression [@B38]. Furthermore, MSC exosomes have been shown to affect human osteosarcoma cell proliferation *in vitro* [@B38].

Cancer is the "emperor of all maladies", e.g., worldwide human disease and one of the most prevalent causes of mortality [@B39], [@B40]. The battle against this disease has challenged researchers to find new and more efficient ways of controlling it. Advances in the field of nanotechnology have enhanced the efficacy of the existing drugs by extending their bioactivity through novel formulation. For example, novel synthetic nanoparticles, such as liposomes, have been used as a drug delivery system against cancer [@B41], [@B42]. Nevertheless, these approaches have limitations such as bio-incompatibility [@B43], development of allergic reactions [@B44] and lack of target specificity [@B45], [@B46]. In contrast to synthetic nanoparticles, MSC exosomes are biocompatible and may accumulate within tumors after intravenous injection [@B47]-[@B49]. Recently, exosomes isolated from TRAIL-transduced MSCs were shown to induce apoptosis in cancer cell lines in a dose-dependent manner [@B50]. These prior findings support the notion that MSCs exosomes might accumulate in tumors and have the potential to identify the site of tumors or metastasis [@B51], [@B52].

Here, in a proof of concept study, the biodistribution of HUC-MSCs-derived exosomes in osteosarcoma is explored using two non-invasive tracking methodologies *in vivo*. Specifically, MSCs exosomes were labeled with gadolinium (Exo-GdL) for 14.1 T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or with near infrared (NIR) fluorescent dyes for fluorescence imaging. Here, the biodistribution of MSC exosomes in osteosarcoma ectopic tumor-bearing mice was observed, to determine whether labeled exosomes accumulate in tumors at an enhanced rate compared to similarly labeled synthetic nanoparticles (liposomes). These data support the notion that MSC exosomes accumulate in osteosarcoma tumors and may have utility for metastasis detection.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Human umbilical cord mesenchymal stromal cells
----------------------------------------------

All the protocols for obtaining and using human umbilical cords were reviewed and approved by Kansas State University human subject research committee. Human umbilical cord mesenchymal stromal cells (HUC-MSCs) were isolated, expanded and characterized following a previously described protocol [@B53], [@B54]. The cryopreserved MSCs were thawed and seeded at 1 × 10^4^ cells/cm^2^ for at least one passage before use. The maintenance of MSCs was similar to our previously described methods, the only substantial departure was that Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium low glucose (DMEM) was supplemented with 10% pooled human platelet lysate which was depleted of exosomes (dpHPL, method of depletion is described below). MSC number and viability were determined using acridine orange/propidium iodide (AO/PI) assay using a standard cell counter (Nexcelom Bioscience Auto 2000).

Cancer cell line culture
------------------------

The cancer cell lines such as 143B (ATCC^®^ CRL-8303) human osteosarcoma and K7M2 (ATCC^®^ CRL-2836) murine osteosarcoma were gifted by Dr. Deryl Troyer (Department of Anatomy and Physiology, Kansas State University). Cells were seeded at a standard density of 1×10^4^ cells/cm^2^ and maintained at 80% confluency in DMEM supplemented with 10% dpHPL. Cells were incubated at 37 ºC, 90% humidity, and 5% CO~2~.

Pooled human platelet lysate depleted of exosomes (dpHPL)
---------------------------------------------------------

HPL depleted of exosomes was prepared from a batch of pooled human platelet lysate that was prepared in-house, per the methods described in [@B53], [@B54]. To deplete exosomes, thawed HPL was centrifuged at 3184 *g* for 30 min at 4 ºC, sterile filtered (0.22 µm pore size) and centrifuged for 10 h at 120,000 *g* at 4 ºC (Beckman Counter, Inc., L-90K) using a SW-41-Ti rotor. The dpHPL samples were aliquoted and stored at -20 ºC until use.

Exosomes isolation by ultracentrifugation
-----------------------------------------

Exosomes were isolated from the cell-conditioned medium (CM) by sequential ultracentrifugation using a modified protocol proposed by Momen-Heravi [@B55]. In order to ensure good quality of exosomes, the CM was obtained from cell cultures with 95% of viability [@B56]. After collection, the CM was centrifuged for 30 min at 3184 *g* in a benchtop centrifuge (Eppendorf, 5810R) using a swing bucket rotor A-4-62 (Eppendorf, Cat. \#: FL08517291) to eliminate cell debris. The CM was then sterile filtered (0.22 µm pore size) and transferred to 13.2 mL Ultra-clear tubes (Beckman Counter) and centrifuged for 30 min at 20,000 *g* (Beckman Counter, Inc., L-90K) with a SW-41-Ti rotor at 4 ºC. Next, the CM was transferred into a fresh ultracentrifuge tube and centrifuged for 90 min at 120,000 *g* at 4 ºC. The resulting pellet was resuspended in 100 µL of DMEM, vortexed for 30 s and stored at -80 ºC until further analysis.

Exosomes characterization
-------------------------

The hydrodynamic size distribution and surface charge property of exosomes were determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and the zeta potential (ZP) to analyze the integrity and stability of exosomes. Both measurements were performed with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Ltd.), following the instructions of the manufacturer. The instrument was programmed to perform 11 runs of 10 s with 5 repetitions.

The exosomes population size and concentration were determined by Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) using a NanoSight LM-10 (Malvern Instruments, Ltd.). Each measurement was performed at a constant temperature (25 ºC ± 1) to ensure the same viscosity of the fluid. The sample dilutions for this experiment was ranging 1:3500 to 1:5000 in sterile filtered (0.22 µm) Dulbecco\'s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS, Gibco). NanoSight software (NTA 3.2) was used to capture 60 s videos and 5 repetitions per sample.

To visualize exosome morphology, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was performed. The samples were prepared by probe-sonication for 3 min at an amplitude of 30% and 30 s pulses/cycle to disrupted exosomes aggregates. The exosomes were diluted 1:100 in 0.22 µm sterile-filtered DPBS. 10 μL of the exosome sample was mixed 1:1 with saturated uranyl acetate (Electron Microscopy Science) for negative staining. 10 μL of the mixture were placed on Formvar-coated 200 mesh copper grids (Electron Microscopy Science) and air dried. The exosomes images were captured using a Tecnai™ G2 Spirit BioTWIN (FEITM Company, USA) TEM at 6.8 × 10^3^ magnification and 80 kV accelerating voltage.

Western blot and Dot blots
--------------------------

To prepare the cell lysate, 1 × 10^6^ cells were resuspended in 100 µL RIPA buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) supplemented with 1% (v/v) phosphatase inhibitor and 1% (v/v) protease inhibitor (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). The mix was incubated for 15 min at room temperature, then the cell debris was removed by centrifugation for 10 min at 17933 *g* at 4 ºC. The samples were mixed with 4X LDS Sample Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) in 3:1 ratio and incubated for 10 min at 70 ºC. The protein concentration was determined by BCA assay for both Dot blot and Western blot experiments. Dot blots were carried out by loading 2 µg of protein on a PVDF membrane (Merck Millipore Ltd.). Protein electrophoresis was carried out with 4-12% Tris-Glycine polyacrylamide gels (PAGE, Thermo Scientific, Inc. Novex™) following the manufacturer\'s recommendations. Proteins were transferred from the gel to a PVDF membrane with a wet system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) at 30 V for 1 h. The membranes from both dot and Western blots were blotted with the primary antibodies: anti-CD9 (C-4, Cat. \#: sc-13118), anti-CD63 (MX-49.129.5, Cat. \#: sc-5275), anti-CD81 (5A6, Cat. \#: sc-23962), anti-HSP70 (3A3, Cat. \#: sc-32239) and anti-Na^+^/K^+^-ATPase 3 (46, Cat. \#: sc-135998) and the secondary antibody m-IgG BP-HRP (Cat. \#: sc-516102) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) following the manufacturer\'s recommendation. Chemiluminescence detection reactions were performed using SuperSignal West Femto substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and the images were captured using a Kodak Image Station 4000.

Synthesis of gadolinium lipid (GdL)
-----------------------------------

The synthesis of Gadolinium ion (Gd^3+^)-chelated DSPE-DOTA was performed using a two-step method as previously described with some modifications [@B41], [@B57], [@B58]. Briefly, 75 mg of DSPE was first dissolved in 10 mL chloroform containing 2% (v/v) triethylamine (TEA), then 86 mg DOTA-NHS ester was added, and the mixture was incubated 3 h at 40 ºC. The product was concentrated under vacuum. Purification of the conjugating DSPE-DOTA lipid was achieved by freeze-thaw cycles, followed by centrifugation at 4500 *g* for 10 min at room temperature to precipitate by-products. The supernatant was then sterile filtered (0.22 µm pore size) and lyophilized. DSPE-DOTA-Gadolinium (GdL) was prepared by adding 10 mL of acetate buffer (pH: 5.5) to 50 mg DSPE-DOTA (0.05 mmole). The suspension was then treated with 0.5 mmole of Gd(OAc)~3~ at 50 ºC for 12 h. After incubation, the Gd-DOTA-DSPE was purified by centrifugation at 4500 *g* for 10 min at room temperature. The obtained product was washed 3 times with acetate buffer (pH: 5.5) and 3 times with distilled water to remove non-chelated Gd^3+^ and then lyophilized.

Labeling of exosomes with gadolinium lipid (Exo-GdL)
----------------------------------------------------

Gadolinium-labeled exosomes were prepared by lipid insertion following membrane extrusion method [@B42], [@B58]. In brief, different amounts of DSPE-DOTA-Gd (500, 1000, and 2000 µg) were solubilized in DPBS at 65 ºC. The GdL suspension was cooled to room temperature and co-incubated with 1mg of exosome protein for 30 min. The protein concentration was determined by BCA assay (G-Biosciences). The exosome-GdL (Exo-GdL) mixture was bath sonicated for 2 min and probe sonicated for 3 min with an amplitude at 30% and 30 s pulses on/off cycles on ice. The mixture was extruded through 100 nm pore size polycarbonate membrane to unify the hydrodynamic size. The Exo-GdL product was purified with an Amicon Ultra-4 centrifugal filter (Millipore, MA) with a molecular weight cut-off of 10 kDa. Rhodamine dye-labeled exosomes were prepared in the same fashion by hydrating 20 µg of L-α-Phosphatidylethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) (Ammonium Salt) (Egg Liss Rhod PE) film with 1 mg exosome protein. The amount of Gd on the exosomes was determined using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, PerkinElmer, NexION^®^350X). For ICP-MS, the Exo-GdL samples were digested with 2.0 mL of concentrated HNO~3~ for 5 h. After digestion, 100 μL of the sample was diluted with 10 mL of 2% HNO~3~ and analyzed using ICP-MS.

Gadolinium ion release assay
----------------------------

The cumulative gadolinium release from the Exo-GdL was assessed under physiological conditions at 37 ºC at pH 7.4. Briefly, 1 mL of Exo-GdL \[1 mg/mL\] was dialyzed (Mw. Cut-off = 500 kDa) in 250 mL of PBS (Gibco, pH: 7.4), while constantly stirring (100 rpm), and 200 µL samples were taken at predetermined time intervals. The amount of released Gd was quantified by ICP-MS. As an experimental control, the same dialysis procedure was carried out with 1 mg/mL of Magnevist^®^ (Bayer) (Mw = 938.005 g/mol).

Magnetic properties of Exo-GdL
------------------------------

The magnetic resonance (MR) imaging was acquired on a Bruker 600 MHz Avance III. The longitudinal relaxation time of Exo-GdL in an aqueous solution at different Gd^3+^ concentration (0.03, 0.06, 0.14, and 0.28 mM) were obtained using a QTR 30 mm coil at 22 ºC with a Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement (RARE) pulse, under these parameters: repetition time (TR) = 8000, 6000, 5000, 3000, 1500, 900, 700, 500, 300, 100 and 50 ms, echo time (TE) = 10.18 ms, slice thickness = 1 mm, flip angle (FA) = 80º, image size 256 × 256, FOV = 30 × 30, total acquisition time of 55 min 43 s. The representative T~1~ weighted magnetic resonance phantom images of Exo-GdL were taken at TR = 3000 ms, TE = 10.18 ms, and slice thickness = 1 mm. The longitudinal coefficient relaxivity value r~1~ was determined from the slope of the plot of 1/T~1~ versus the sample concentration. The magnetic property of Magnevist^®^ solution with the same Gd^3+^ concentration was conducted under the same experimental condition.

Cellular uptake of exosomes
---------------------------

K7M2 cells were seeded at a density of 1 × 10^4^ cells/cm^2^ per well in DMEM supplemented with 10% dpHPL in an 8-well chambered coverglass (Cellvis, Cat. \#: C8-1.5-H-N). Cells were incubated for 24 h at 37 ºC, 90% humidity, and 5% CO~2~. After the initial incubation, the cells were treated with 25 µg of rhodamine B labeled nanoparticles as positive control (RhB-control), or RhB-labeled exosomes (Exo-RhB) suspended in 10 µL of DPBS, or 10 µL DPBS alone (negative control). The cells were incubated for an additional 24 h, and then the cells were fixed with fixative solution (4% paraformaldehyde + 0.1% Glutaraldehyde prepared in ddH~2~O). Subsequently, cells were stained with 100 µL of 10µg/ mL 4\',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Sigma-Aldrich) solution for 10 min in the dark at room temperature. Cells images were captured with laser scanning confocal microscopy (CLSM, Carl Zeiss, LSM-700) and analyzed with the modular image-processing, analysis software ZEN 2, blue edition (Zeiss) and ImageJ. The cellular uptake was further confirmed by flow cytometry. For flow cytometry, K7M2 cells were treated with Exo-RhB or unlabeled exosomes for 6 h, 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h. The accumulation of exosomes in the cells was determined by the fluorescence emission of RhB. 1 × 10^4^ events were captured using a flow cytometer (LSR Fortessa X20, BD Bioscience).

Apoptosis assay
---------------

K7M2 cells apoptosis was evaluated using the FITC Annexin-V Apoptosis Detection Kit I (BD Pharmingen™), following the manufacturer\'s instructions. Briefly, K7M2 cells were seeded in T-25 flasks at a cell density of 1 × 10^4^ cells/cm^2^. Cells were incubated for 24 h under standard conditions. At the end of the incubation time, cell cultures were treated with naive exosomes (94 ng/cm^2^) or Exo-GdL (94 ng/cm^2^, 940 ng/cm^2^ or 9400 ng/cm^2^) and incubated an additional 24 h. Treatment with 500 µM H~2~O~2~ was used as positive control. After that, cells were collected and rinsed 3 timed in the 1X binding buffer and subsequently stained with FITC-conjugated Annexin-V (Annexin V-FITC) and propidium iodide (PI). The cells were analyzed by flow cytometry using an LSR Fortessa X20 (BD Bioscience) equipped with the FACSDiva v8.0 acquisition software.

Cell proliferation assay
------------------------

Cells were seeded in 96 well plates (CytoOne) at a cell concentration of 1 × 10^4^ cell/cm^2^ per well in 150 µL of DMEM containing 10% dpHPL. Cells for the standard curve were seeded in triplicate at densities between 200 to 2 × 10^4^ cells/cm^2^. The plates were incubated for 24 h at 37 ºC, 90% humidity and 5% CO~2~. After 24 h of incubation, 10 µL of the 10 ng, 20 ng or 30 ng of exosome or control (DPBS) were added to each well. After an additional 24 h of incubation, 10 µL of 5 mg/ mL MTT (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide) (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) solution in DPBS was added to each well. The reaction was incubated for an additional 4 h and then the reaction was stopped by adding 100 µL of 10% SDS solution in 0.01M HCl. After 16 h, the absorbance was read at 570 nm using a SpectraMax^®^i3 microplate reader (Molecular Devices).

*In vivo* assay
---------------

Following the approved of the animal protocol by the KSU IACUC, *in vivo* studies were conducted using the immunodeficient NU/NU nude mice (Charles River, 088/NU/NU homozygous). To develop mouse osteosarcoma tumor, 1 × 10^6^ K7M2 cells were suspended in 100 µL of PBS and were injected subcutaneously in the lower flank of the mice. 10 days post-implantation or when the tumor size was approximately 6 mm, *in vivo* MRI images and the biodistribution of Exo-GdL in major organs were acquired.

Biodistribution
---------------

To determine biodistribution, 0.015 mmol/ kg of Exo-GdL was injected into the lateral tail vein of 3 tumor bearing mice (088/NU/NU homozygous). After 24 h post-injection, the mice were euthanized and the heart, liver, kidney, lung, spleen, and tumor were collected to determine the accumulated Exo-GdL content by measuring the elemental Gd concentration using ICP-MS. For the ICP-MS experiment, the individual organs were digested in 30% H~2~O~2~ and 70% HNO~3~ alternatively for three successive digestions to ensure complete tissue digestion. Digested content was dissolved in 2% HNO~3~, filtered through a 200 nm syringe filter, and subjected to ICP-MS analysis for Gd.

*In vivo* imaging
-----------------

A pilot MRI study was conducted using a single mouse bearing subcutaneous osteosarcoma. Briefly, Exo-GdL with Gd equivalent to 0.015 mmol/ kg was injected into the lateral tail vein. MR images were acquired with a pre- and post-contrast 30 min and 90 min using Bruker WB 600 MHz NMR-MRI (14.1 Tesla). The images were obtained using a QTR 30 mm coil at 37 ºC with a Fast slow angle shot (FLASH) protocol. The T~1~ weighted imaging with fat suppression parameters were TE/TR = 1.6/600 ms, slice thickness = 0.5 mm, flip angle = 80, image size 256 × 256, FOV = 30 × 30, the total acquisition time of 5 min and 10 s. To further confirm the tumor homing property of MSC exosomes, fluorescent bioimaging and biodistribution of profile of fluorescent probe-labeled exosomes was investigated using six-week-old immunodeficient female NU/NU nude mice (n = 3). Briefly, 1 mg of HUC-MSC exosomes or PEGylated nanoparticles (PEGNP) were labeled with 10 µg of DiIC18(7) (1,1\'-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3\',3\'-Tetramethylindotricarbocyanine Iodide (DiR) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) to obtain Exo-DiR exosomes or PEGNP-DiR nanoparticles, respectively. Then 5 mg/kg DiR-labelled exosomes or PEGylated nanoparticles were administered *via* lateral tail vein injections (volume 100 μL). To non-invasively image the exosomes or control particles, mice were anesthetized (2-3% isoflurane in 100% oxygen) and placed within a Pearl^®^ Trilogy imaging system (LI-COR^®^). The 750 nm channel was used to excite DiR, and emission was observed at 800 nm. Fluorescent background images were acquired prior to exosome or particle administration. When imaging animals, a fluorescent phantom was included in the image for calibration of the fluorescent intensity. After 48 h post-injection, animals were euthanized, and their liver, kidney, spleen, lung, heart and tumor were collected and imaged. The organs were weighed and imaged under the same imaging system to quantify the amount of DiR dye using the Image Studio™ Software.

Statistics
----------

When the assumptions were met analysis of variance was used to evaluate main effects and interactions. Following finding significant main effects or interactions, post-hoc pre-planned comparisons were made using Bonferroni test using SAS studio university edition. Significance was set at p \< 0.05. In graphs, mean and standard deviations are presented. Graphics were prepared using Sigma Plot v12.5 and saved as EMF files. The graphic files were edited using ACD Canvas v15 and saved as Tif.

Result and Discussion
=====================

Physicochemical characterization of exosomes
--------------------------------------------

Exosomes were isolated from CM by sequential ultracentrifugation using previously described methods [@B55]. This technique has some advantages compared to others because it is simple and inexpensive, and it separates exosomes from other microvesicles and soluble proteins. As shown in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**, the exosomes were characterized by dynamic light scattering (DLS), Nanoparticles Tracking Analysis (NTA), surface charge (Z-potential) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). To begin to estimate biological variation, exosomes obtained from two different cell lines were independently processed and compared. As shown in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A**, naive exosomes exhibit a hydrodynamic size of 171 ± 42 nm with a relatively large polydispersity index (PDI) of 0.43 ± 0.03. Similarly, in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B**, NTA revealed a mode diameter of 66 ± 2 nm. Both DLS and NTA data showed a multimodal distribution, indicating heterogeneity in the size of the particles, which is in accordance with previous publications [@B59], [@B60]. In **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C**, the Z-potential of the isolated exosomes was found to be -16.03 ± 0.72 mV, which was similar to Z-potential of exosomes obtained from HEK293T [@B61]. In order to confirm the quality of the exosomes, TEM was used to evaluate exosomes. As shown in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D** in a negative stained TEM micrograph, the exosomes appear as roughly spherical entities with a diameter of 50-70 nm. The physicochemical properties of the control PEGlyated nanoparticle is provided in supplemental **Figure [S1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**.

After characterizing naive exosomes, they were labeled with GdL using the lipid insertion technique followed by extrusion through the 200 nm membrane. The resulting Exo-GdL exhibit unimodal distribution as demonstrated in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A** with the hydrodynamic size of 148 ± 3 nm, NTA mode of 70 ± 3 and a PDI of 0.36 ± 0.001. The distribution changes seen when compared with unlabeled exosomes are likely do to the homogenizing effect of extrusion. In addition, the measurement of Exo-GdL Z-potential revealed a net charge of -19.70 ± 0.82 mV. The reduction in charge properties of Exo-GdL indicates the successful insertion of GdL into the membrane lipid bilayer. Nevertheless, as shown in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E** after positive staining and TEM, the morphology and size of Exo-GdL remains grossly unchanged.

Exosomes are considering to be a product of cell membrane internalization and compartmentalization. Therefore, besides its unique membrane properties, exosomes also preserve the lipid and protein composition of the parent cells. Among the different protein markers present in exosomes, CD9, CD63, and CD81 are considered as exosome-specific proteins [@B62], [@B63]. Thus, to confirm the presence of these exosome markers, dot and western blot analysis was conducted. As depicted in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A**, the tetraspanins CD9, CD63 and CD81 were detected in exosomes derived from two different MSC lines and the whole cell lysate. After the insertion of GdL into exosome membrane, there were no differences in the expression of CD9 and CD81 between the naive exosomes and the GdL labeled exosomes (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B**), implying that the labeling process does not alter exosome protein composition.

Gadolinium loading and release studies
--------------------------------------

To optimize the gadolinium labelling capability onto exosome membrane, the GdL insertion of several w/w ratios of Exo protein and GdL were evaluated (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A**). The labelling efficiency peaked at 25% GdL per 1 mg exosome protein, and 90% GdL inserted into exosome lipid bilayer compared to the initial GdL input. Even though formulation with Exo protein/GdL ratio of 1:2 showed the highest labelling efficiency, the formulation became unstable and aggregated owing to the disruption in the structural integrity of exosome during GdL insertion. Therefore, the Exo/GdL ratio of 1:1 was used in the remaining experiments.

Similar to other heavy metals, one of the major limitations of using gadolinium as a contrast agent in the clinic is the toxicity associated with its free ion form. In fact, there are reported cases of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (NSF) related to the use of gadolinium in patients with renal dysfunction [@B64]. In order to avoid potential toxic effects, gadolinium was stabilized with a cyclic macromolecule DOTA, which has been demonstrated to be more stable than other linear macromolecules such as DTPA [@B65]. To confirm the stability of the contrast agent after labeling exosomes, a GdL release study was conducted (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B**). The selected formulation of Exo-GdL released less than 2% in a period of 72 h under dialysis conditions, whereas Magnevist^®^ display a burst release in the first 4 h. The gadolinium ion released from Magnevist^®^ was 5 times higher than that of Exo-GdL at the end of experimental time. This result suggested that the selected Exo-GdL formulation was safe for use *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B**).

To further investigate the effect of GdL-Exo on MR relaxivity, a serial dilution of Exo-GdL was carried out to obtain different Gd concentration and Magnevist^®^ with similar Gd concentration was used as control (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). The resulting diluted samples were subjected to T~1~ measurement using a Bruker 600 MHz (14.1 T) Advance III with microimaging capability. The magnetic properties of Exo-GdL and Magnevist^®^ were first investigated by measuring the signal intensity of water protons with recovery time (TR) varying from 0 to 8000 ms at a constant echo time (TE) of 6.5 ms to obtain T~1~ relaxation time (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A**). These T~1~ relaxation times were converted to s^-1^ (1/T~1~) and plotted against Gd concentration in mM. The longitudinal relaxation rates of both Exo-GdL and Magnevist^®^ exhibited a linear relationship with respect to gadolinium concentration with the coefficient factor (R^2^) greater than 0.999. The slope of obtained linear equation depicted the r~1~ relaxivity (mM^-1^s^-1^) of gadolinium in each formulation. These results show that the Exo-GdL exhibit a r~1~ of 5.1 mM^-1^s^-1^ while the Magnevist^®^ control show a r~1~ of 2.9 mM^-1^s^-1^. The higher r~1~ relaxivity of Exo-GdL is probably due to the reduction in tumbling rate upon GdL insertion into exosomal membrane leading to the increasing of relaxivity [@B66]. The brighter effect in MRI contrast was also depicted by T~1~-weighted images of different Exo-GdL and Magnevist^®^ concentration; water was used as a control. These results demonstrated that Exo-GdL always showed a brighter contrast than Magnevist^®^ samples at the same gadolinium concentration as presented in **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C**.

Exosomes derived from HUC-MSCs have been studied as a therapeutic agent due to their anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic effect [@B67]. Lee *et al.* reported that MSC-derived exosomes reduce the expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) through the release of miR-16, leading to the reduction of angiogenesis in breast cancer model *in vivo* and *in vitro* [@B68]. To investigate the interaction of HUC-MSC exosomes with cancer cells, the cellular uptake of exosomes in osteosarcoma cells (K7M2) was investigated using exosomes labeled with rhodamine B (Exo-RhB) using lipid insertion protocol. Thereafter, the Exo-RhB was incubated with cells for 24 h, and the internalization of exosomes was analyzed by confocal microscopy (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). The RhB-labeled liposomes were used as a control particle (control-RhB). As shown in **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B**, the fluorescence intensity of the Exo-RhB (48.85 ± 6.97) was significantly higher than that of control-RhB nanoparticle (16.05 ± 1.48, p \< 0.05). The 3D image of the cells revealed that the exosomes were internalized into the cell and located in the cytoplasm and not non-specifically distributed on the cell surface or within the nucleus. This observation indicates that Exo-RhB were taken up by K7M2 cells (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C**). To further evaluate the effect of time on the exosomes uptake, flow cytometry was used to assess their uptake in K7M2 cells at 6 h, 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h of incubation with Exo-RhB under standard conditions. After the incubation time, cells were rinsed three times in DPBS and then evaluated by flow cytometry (**Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A**). The result show that exosome uptake by K7M2 cells is time-dependent over the 6 h to 24 h observation period (data summarized in **Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B**). The maximum uptake (40%) was reached after 24 h of incubation; there were not additional labeling after 24 h.

The effect of exosomes and of Exo-GdL on cancer cell proliferation was evaluated using the MTT assay. As was mention before, there is a concern about the implementation of GdL as contrast medium because of its potential toxicity, even if the metal is chelated. For that reason, in this assay, the effect of GdL or RhB labeling into exosomes on cell proliferation was investigated. K7M2 and 143B cells were seeded in 96-well plate format in five independent replicates. The cells culture were treated for 24 h with 10 ng, 20 ng, and 30 ng per well of naive exosomes, Exo-GdL or exosomes double-labeled with both GdL and RhB (Exo-GdL-RhB). As shown in **Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**, both K7M2 and 143B cell lines exhibit higher proliferation when exposed to naive exosomes at 10 ng, compared with the controls. As the concentration of naive exosome increases, a dose-dependent reduction on the proliferation was observed for both cancer cell lines. Specifically, in K7M2 cells, naive exosomes showed a significantly enhanced proliferative effect at 10 ng (3103.90 ± 175.41 cell/well) and 20 ng (3136.27 ± 168.18). However, when the concentration of exosome increased up to 30 ng, the number of cells dropped from 3136.27 ± 175.41 to 2879.64 ± 93.75 cells/well. Similar results were found in 143B cells, where the number of naive exosomes at 10 ng (3710.93 ± 212.72 cells/well) was higher than the control (3513.36 ± 89.75 cells/well), but the number of cells significantly fell and became lower than the number of control cells as the treatment concentration reached to 20 ng (3294.92 ± 113.74 cells/well) and 30 ng (3254.60 ± 176.95 cells/well), showing the dose-dependent inhibition of proliferation.

On the other hand, cells treated with Exo-GdL exhibited an inhibitory effect on proliferation (2967.98 ± 213.46 cells/well) compared with the control, regardless of the Exo-GdL concentration (**Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A**). In addition, the effect of double-labeled (GdL and RhB) exosomes was investigated on both cell lines. These results showed that K7M2 exhibited the same response obtained from the single labeling (Exo-GdL). However, in the case of 143B, there was a proliferative effect at 10 ng (3071.16 ± 260.58 cells/well), 20 ng (3086.97 ± 138.48 cells/well), and 30ng (3184.30 ± 206.02 cells/well) compared with the control (2975.41 ± 121.42 cells/well). Interestedly, the double-labeled exosomes show a proliferative effect in a dose-dependent manner (**Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}E**). Finally, the effects of exosomes prepared from different HUC lines mediated similar responses in both human and mouse osteosarcoma cells. For this purpose, exosomes from HUC-257 and HUC-293 were isolated under the identical experimental conditions. As expected, the proliferation of cancer cell lines exhibit the same trend in response to Exos derived two different HUC cell lines (**Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C** and**7F**). Similar results were found by Alarifi *et al*. in SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells with gadolinium oxide nanoparticles (GNPs) where the cell viability was significantly reduced in a time and dose dependent manner after 24 h and 48 h [@B69].

Since exosome exposure decreased the proliferation of cancer cells, we investigated whether that reduction was accompanied by activation of apoptosis, as indicated by Annexin V staining. To assess apoptosis, K7M2 osteosarcoma cells were treated with 30 ng/cm^2^ (1X) of naive-Ex or 10X and 100X of Exo-GdL. The cells were incubated for 24 h with the treatments and then stained with Annexin V and PI. The results of this assay can be interpreted depending on the intensity of the Annexin V and PI. Cells with the negative signal of Annexin V and PI are healthy "normal" cells. Cells with positive signal of Annexin V are considered to be in early apoptosis. Cells that are positive for both markers Annexin V and PI are considered to be necrotic. The kit implemented in this experiment does not discriminate cells that are only positive for PI. **Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A** shows the representative dot plot of the forward and side scatter for K7M2 cells after 24 h of incubation with the treatments. There were no appreciable differences in the percentage of apoptotic cells between the 1X naive exosomes (12.8%), 10X Exo-GdL (9.3%), 100X Exo-GdL and the negative control (8.2%), whereas the 500 µM H~2~O~2~ positive control treatment reaches a maximum of 19.4% of apoptotic cells (and more necrotic cells, too).

Additionally, apoptosis was investigated using confocal microscopy to gain a better understanding of the cell\'s status. Cells were seeded under the same conditions in 1 cm^2^ 8-well chambered cover glass and underwent the same treatment protocol. After the incubation time, cells were fixed with paraformaldehyde /glutaraldehyde solution and observed. Annexin V/FITC was excited with a wavelength of 530 nm and PI with 630 nm. As shown in **Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}** and supplemental **Figure [S2](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**, Annexin V signal (depicted by the green fluorescence) in the cell membrane and PI signal exhibits (bright red fluorescence) in the nucleus. In principle, this assay relies on the binding ability of Annexin V to Phosphatidylinositol and intercalation of PI into DNA molecules. When cells become apoptotic, the cell membrane become destabilized, thereby, exposing the phosphatidylinositol to the outer leaflet of the cell membrane, which in normal conditions is facing the cytoplasm.

On the other hand, PI is a fluorescent dye that intercalates into DNA, but it\'s not permeable to the plasma membrane [@B70]. This method of apoptosis detection responds more to the mechanic properties of the membrane rather than determine the activation of apoptotic pathways. In summary of our observations, exosomes reduce cell proliferation in human and mouse osteosarcoma cell lines without an effect on apoptosis. Experiments targeting the metabolic pathways of apoptosis such as caspases should be considered in the future to better delineate the mechanism of exosome\'s action on cancer cells.

*In vivo* detection of Exo-GdL by MRI
-------------------------------------

To prove the applicability of the Exo-GdL for imaging purposes, K7M2 cells were implanted into NU/NU nude mice. After 15 days to permit tumor development, Exo-GdL were intravenously injected into the mice. Images were acquired under the established protocol with pre- and post-contrast at 30 min and 90 min. **Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}A** shows representative sagittal and coronal views taken through the tumor level at TE = 1.6 ms, TR = 600 ms and FA = 80º. The signal intensity in the tumor increased in a time-dependent manner. After 90 min post-injection, the tumor became brighter and clearly distinguishable from the surrounding tissue due to the accumulation of Exo-GdL. To further evaluate *in vivo* behavior of Exo-GdL, the biodistribution of Exo-GdL was evaluated 24 h after injection. For this experiment, liver, kidney, spleen, lung, heart, bone and tumor were individually collected, digested and subjected to Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) to quantify their Gd content. As shown in **Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}B**, Exo-GdL accumulated in liver (38%), kidney (8%) and spleen (2%), the main excretion organs responsible for elimination of small molecules and nanosized material [@B49], [@B71].

Interestingly, the accumulation of Exo-GdL was higher in tumor, reaching 18%, as compared to that of commercial agent Magnevist^®^ [@B72], [@B73]. Magnevist^®^ is a standard MRI contrast agent that the FDA approved in 1988 to facilitate the visualization of lesion and abnormal vascularity in the body. We choose Magnevist^®^ as a control in our study since it provides a clinical reference point to compare MRI tumor contrast. Previous work demonstrated that unconjugated Magnevist^®^ was not very effective for imaging osteosarcoma [@B74], [@B75]. It is noteworthy that Magnevist^®^ is small molecule magnet whereas Exo-GdL is a nanoparticulate system. When the synthetic material is introduced into a biological environment, it has to overcome multiple barriers in order to produce a response [@B46]. As a consequence, the majority of the synthetic nanoparticles will be eliminated before reaching the site of action, thereby the nanoparticle accumulation in tumors is low. In the case of exosomes, owing to their biological origin, they can circulate throughout the system without signs of adverse effects and then traffic to the tumor [@B76]. In addition, the accumulation of exosomes in tumors, as occurs with other nanomaterials, can be explained by the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect where the lack of lymphatic drainage as well as the disorganized architecture of the tumor vascular system, which promote the accumulation of macromolecules and nanosize material at the tumor [@B77]. All of these factors presumably are contributing to the accumulation of exosomes in this present study.

To further examine the versatility in surface modification and confirm the accumulation in tumor exhibited by exosomes labeled with GdL, we compared exosomes labeled with a near infra-red dye (DiR), or PEGylated NPs labeled with DiR, (PEGNP-DiR) and tracked their distribution in 3 NU/NU K7M2-tumor bearing mice following intravenous injection. As shown in **Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}A**, Exo-DiR and PEGNP-DiR predominantly accumulated in liver, which is similar to the observation obtained following Exo-GdL distribution. However, the distributed signal intensity of Exo-DiR in liver and spleen was two-fold higher than that of PEGNP-DiR even after 48 h of injection, presumably due to the longer circulation time of exosome (**Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}B**). We further evaluated the accumulation of particles in the tumor over the time by extracting signal intensity from a region of interest (ROI) in the tumor. The result shows that even though the fluorescence intensity in the tumors of the Exo-DiR mice increases slower than PEGNP-DiR mice in the first 3-12 h post injection, the accumulation of exosomes dramatically increased over the next 12 h after injection. In the case of PEGNP-DiR injected mice, the signal intensity within the tumor did not increase after the first 3 h following injection. On the other hand, fluorescent intensity in tumors of Exo-DiR injected mice increased in intensity throughout the 48 h observation period following injection (**Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}C**), indicating the accumulation of exosomes. At the 48 h time point after injection, the signal intensity of tumors from both Exo-DiR-injected mice and PEGNP-DiR- injected mice was compared, and the intensity of tumors injected with Exo-DiR (1185.84 ± 247) was twice that obtained with PEGNP-DiR (576.70 ± 146), which strongly supports the dynamic signal intensity data (**Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}**).

When comparing the two exosome labeling methods, GdL-labeled exosomes were quantified using ICP MS, compared to the fluorescence method used for exosomes labeled with DiR. ICP MS provide much higher specificity and accuracy for measuring tissue content than fluorescent imaging. Both methods indicated high levels of accumulation in liver or liver and spleen, followed by accumulation in tumor. To summarize the present work, HUC-MSC exosomes accumulate in mouse osteosarcoma tumors for 24-48 h after intravenous injection.

Qi *et al*. showed that exosomes isolated from blood accumulate in the tumors of H22-tumor bearing mice [@B74]. Similar results were reported in a C57Bl/6 mice model of metastatic lung cancer, where paclitaxel-loaded exosomes from RAW 264.7 macrophages not only promote the accumulation of the drug at the tumor site but also increase the particles uptake by the cancer cells compared with liposomes or polystyrene nanoparticles [@B78]. In recent studies, extracellular membrane isolated from natural killer cells fused with liposomes were used to deliver doxorubicin to MCF-7 tumor bearing mice; this demonstrated more effective tumor inhibition compared to the free doxorubicin injection [@B42]. In another study, exosomes derived from transfected siRNA/HEK-293T cells reduced the tumor weight and size of a SGC-7901-tumor mouse model [@B79], indicating that exosomes, in addition of their targeting properties, also conserve the characteristics of the parental cell, which opens the possibility of engineering exosomes with potential therapeutic applications. The results here indicate that HUC-MSCs exosomes can accumulate at the tumor site *in vivo* and may reduce proliferation of cancer cells *in vitro* in a dose-dependent fashion.

The mechanisms involved in the exosome uptake or proliferation effects were not evaluated here. However, there is evidence that the osteosarcoma tumor niche contains a population of non-malignant MSCs with normal karyotype and without tumor-related abnormalities [@B80], which could explain the affinity of HUC-MSC exosomes for this particular kind of tumor. Additionally, the bidirectional interaction between osteosarcoma cells and MSCs in metabolic reprograming, has been suggested [@B81], [@B82]. Hoshino *et al.* demonstrated the involvement of exosomal integrins in the targeting of metastatic niches by exosomes derived from breast and pancreatic cancer [@B51]. This evidence suggests that the cell membrane composition of exosomes maybe provide them with specific targeting properties.

Homing of exosomes versus extravasation
---------------------------------------

We cannot claim that MSC exosomes "home" to tumors because certain key elements are missing. Our in vivo studies support the notion that MSC exosomes accumulate within tumor for 24-48 h after intravenous infusion. First, conditioned medium from umbilical cord-derived MSCs was used to isolated exosomes. These exosomes were characterized by TEM, western blot and size and charge characterization standard to the field. The exosomes expressed tetraspanins CD9, CD63, and CD81, and Na/K ATPase and Hsp70, showed a size of 50-100 nm (DLS, NTA and TEM) and a ZP of -16 to -19 mV, suggesting that they have similar physicochemical characteristics to MSC exosomes previously reported [@B4], [@B76], [@B83]-[@B90]. We prepared several batches of exosomes from MSC condition medium and they shared similar physicochemical and physiological properties. Based upon this data, we conclude that MSC exosomes were employed here. Please note that new methods may isolate subsets of extracellular vesicles (EVs) [@B91]-[@B95], and different EV subsets may produce different distribution within tissues or physiological properties on osteosarcoma cells. Second, the MSC exosomes were labeled using several methods: fusion with Rhodamine-B labeled liposomes, gadolinium incorporation, and NIR dye incorporation, or labeled with both Rhodamine B and GdL followed by extrusion. Of these methods, GdL labeling by extrusion was characterized more fully than the other methods. The GdL labeled exosomes had similar physicochemical properties, surface markers, and accumulation in osteosarcoma cells *in vitro*. Note that extrusion through polycarbonate membrane produced a more homogenous size distribution compared to naïve exosomes (notice the change in standard deviation in the DLS data in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**: 171 ± 42 nm of naive Exosomes before extrusion vs 148 ± 3 nm GdL-labeled exosomes after extrusion). The labeled exosomes demonstrated good GdL-stability. In summary, when taken together, these data indicate that the major components of the exosome remain unchanged after extrusion. When the labeled exosomes were added to cancer cell lines *in vitro*, their incorporation was found to be time-dependent by confocal microscopy and by flow cytometry. Confocal microscopy showed that exosomes were located in the cytoplasm, and not attached to the cell surface or inside the nucleus of cancer cells. The flow cytometry indicated that exosome accumulation in cancer cells increases over 24 h after introduction. Next, we found that exposure to MSC exosomes reduce proliferation of mouse and human osteosarcoma cell lines using an MTT assay. The specificity was indicated by a dose-response relationship, but exosomes did not change Annexin V staining. This suggests that the exosomes reduces proliferation by increasing cancer cell population doubling time and not by increasing apoptosis.

Other have shown that MSC exosomes are taken up by cancer cell lines or affect the physiology cancer cell lines *in vitro* [@B4], [@B38], [@B68], [@B96]. For example, Altanerova U *et al.* reported that iron oxide labeled MSC exosomes accumulate within prostate cancer cells *in vitro*, and those cancer cells can be killed by magnetic hyperthermia [@B96]. Similarly, Lee JK *et al.* found that mouse bone marrow-derived MSC exosomes accumulate in mouse breast cancer cell line 4T1 (mouse) over 24 h *in vitro* [@B68]. Note that Lee JK *et al.* reported that MSC exosomes did not affect the proliferation of breast cancer cells *in vitro*, but did inhibit tumor progression and angiogenesis *in vivo*. Qi J *et al.* reported that human bone marrow-derived MSCs accumulate in human osteosarcoma cell line MG3 and gastric cancer cell line SGC7901 over 24 h *in vitro* [@B38]. In contrast to our observations, Qi J *et al.* reported that MSC derived exosomes increased the proliferation of human osteosarcoma MG63 cells and gastric cancer SGC7901 cell lines in a dose-response fashion. Please note that in their work, 200-800 µg/mL exosomes were used in the dose-response study. This represents approximately 3 orders of magnitude more exosomes than used here (67-200 ng/mL). Therefore, one possibility of the difference in the present study and Qi J *et al.*\'s is the "dose" of exosomes. Another possibility is that different cancer cell lines were used. Here, GdL or fluorescent dye labeled exosomes had grossly similar effects on osteosarcoma cells in terms of uptake and proliferation compared with unlabeled or naïve exosomes. This suggests that labeling exosomes with gadolinium was relatively non-toxic. In summary, our *in vitro* work shows that MSC exosomes accumulate within human and mouse osteosarcoma cells over 24 h and affect cancer cell proliferation at 67-200 ng/mL concentration. Together with previous work, it is clear that MSC exosomes accumulate within the cytoplasm of various cancer cell lines *in vitro* and may affect proliferation of these cell lines in a dose-dependent fashion.

Fourth, we examined the biodistribution of labeled MSC exosomes in ectopic tumor bearing mice after intravenous injection of 5 µg/g bodyweight. In two different experiments, one using 14.1 T MRI and the other using bioimaging of near infrared dye labeled exosomes, we tracked biodistribution to within the bounds of the ectopic tumor. To our knowledge, this proof of concept study is the first report of biodistribution of GdL labeled MSC exosomes in tumor bearing mice. Strikingly, we found that 18% of the GdL labeled exosomes were within the tumor 24 h after intravenous injection, and liver having the highest accumulation of GdL labeled exosomes. This suggests that the GdL labeling method may confer higher sensitivity than DiR labeling to identify tumor cells since we found the highest accumulation of DiR labeled exosomes in spleen followed by the liver (with the spleen having about twice the fluorescent intensity as the liver). Next most accumulation was in the tumor and lungs. Notably, the control DiR-labeled liposomes had about equal fluorescent intensity in liver and spleen, followed by tumor and lungs. The control particles, DiR-labeled liposomes, reached a peak fluorescence intensity within the tumor sooner than the DiR-labeled exosomes (at 3 h), however, the intensity did not change after the 3h observation point (**Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}C**). In contrast, the DiR signal intensity from labeled exosomes increased over the 48 h observation window (**Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}C**), and at the 48 h observation period, the fluorescent signal observed using the labeled exosomes was about double the intensity of the fluorescent liposome control nanoparticle.

There is limited information about the biodistribution of MSC exosomes after intravenous injection. For example, distribution to the brain was reported after MSC exosomes labeled with gold nanoparticles were injected into stroke-damaged mice [@B97], [@B98]. More biodistribution information was reported with near-infrared dye labeled MSC exosomes in healthy mice [@B49], or in mice following acute kidney injury [@B71]. These reports indicated that MSC exosomes accumulate in most in liver and spleen after intravenous injection in healthy animals [@B49], [@B71], and that exosomes may accumulate in tissues that are injured [@B71] or in a tumor [@B49].

The study by Wilklander OP*et al.* compared several different sources of exosomes, and compared the dose effect, the effect of route of injection, the changes in exosome accumulation over time on biodistribution [@B49]. They found that DiR labeled exosomes regardless of tissue source tend to accumulate most in liver, spleen, gastrointestinal track and heart and lungs. Second, they showed that HEK293T exosomes accumulate in tumor tissue in tumor bearing mice, and while HEK293T exosomes accumulate in tumor, they accumulate at higher levels in liver, spleen, heart and lungs, and the gastrointestinal track at 24 h, than in tumor. Thus, their observations generally agree with the observations reported here: DiR labeled exosomes accumulate in tumor, but at a lower level than liver and spleen. The Wiklander OP *et al.* paper suggests that tissue that exosomes originate from may influence exosome accumulation or distribution. This observation agrees with a hypothesis posed by Rana S*et al.* regarding exosomal tetraspanins contributing to target selection [@B99], [@B100]. The tissue specificity for exosome accumulation indicated by Rana S *et al.* was not observed either by Wilklander OP *et al.* or in the present paper. This difference may be due to differences in the exosome populations used. Here, we show DiR labeled exosome accumulation in tumor increased continuously over the 48 h observation period, which was supported by our observations of exosomes over 24-48 h *in vitro*. Our observation of GdL labeled exosomes indicate 18% of the signal in tumor at 24 h after injection suggests that the labeling or tracking method may affect the biodistribution of exosomes. In the future, pharmacokinetic analysis should be performed to determine kinetics of exosome plasma residence time and bioactivity in healthy and disease models.

The present report is the first to show that MSC exosomes continuously accumulate within ectopic osteosarcoma tumors over 24-48 h*in vivo*. While the ectopic model used here demonstrated proof of concept, the orthotopic model should be considered for follow-up studies since it mimics the natural tumor environment and because it increases the likelihood of metastatic cancer [@B101]-[@B105]. While exosome accumulated within tumor *in vivo*, a limitation of our experiments is that we did not demonstrate whether the labeled exosomes entered cancer cells, tumor stromal cells (MSCs) or infiltrating immune cells. Similarly, our experiments suggest that labeling exosomes with GdL may confer greater tumor specificity that labeling with DiR. Finally, while labeled liposomes did not continue to accumulate within the tumor past 3 h after intravenous injection, we did not test whether exosomes derived from other cells, such as the HEK293T cells, or GdL labeled liposomes would show a different rate of accumulation within tumor. These critical questions will need to be answered in the future. From this proof of concept study, it is obvious that MRI is better for whole body imaging as we can visualize deep in tissues non-invasively and with enhanced contrast. However, if the purpose is to visualize tumor intraoperatively [@B102], MRI is impractical and fluorescent imaging may be easier to implement. In our future work, we propose to make a dually labeled exosome which can be visualized by both MRI and NiR.

In summary, naive and labeled MSC exosomes entered cancer cells, reside in their cytoplasm, and modestly inhibit human and mouse osteosarcoma cell line proliferation*in vitro* in a dose-dependent fashion. These observations are in agreement with previous work that shows that MSC exosomes enter a variety of tumor cell lines*in vitro* and affect their proliferation. Second, in the first study of its kind, we showed that GdL- or DiR- labeled MSC exosomes introduced into tumor bearing mice accumulate in the tumor over a 24-48 h period. The accumulation within tumor by DiR labeled exosomes resulted in about double the fluorescence in tumor compared to labeled liposomes used as controls at the 48 h observation point; similarly, about 18% of the GdL was found within the tumor 24 h after injection. Since DiR labeled liposomes did not continue to accumulate within tumor beyond 3h after injection, this difference suggests that exosomes continue to leave the vasculature and enter tumor and get sequestered over 24-48 h. Third, DiR labeled exosomes have a biodistribution that is grossly similar to that seen by other DiR labeled nanoparticles including exosomes derived from other tissues after intravenous injection, with the majority being located in major organs such as liver and spleen. When GdL exosomes were tracked, the highest accumulation was found in liver (38%) followed by tumor (18%). Finally, the accumulation of DiR- or GdL labeled exosomes in tumor cells *in vitro* and *in vivo* over 24-48 h, does not provide strong evidence of special tumor specificity of MSC exosomes. The demonstration of tumor-specific "homing" remains open. Simple extravasation in the tumor bed due to leaky epithelium enables intravenously administered chemotherapeutics to enter (and leave) the tumor. That MSC exosomes accumulate within tumors over 24-48 h suggests that they are taken up by some cell within the tumor, however, the target specificity previously suggested has yet to be demonstrated conclusively [@B100].

Conclusions
===========

We adapted an efficient protocol for exosomes from HUC-MSCs isolation by sequential ultracentrifugation, obtaining high-quality exosomes that exhibit the characteristic membrane markers CD9 and CD81, while retaining high isolation yields. The isolated exosomes were further labeled with GdL and DiR using the newly developed lipid insertion technique. These labeled exosomes exhibited tumor targeting properties in an *in vivo* osteosarcoma mouse model, with longer residence time and biological activity for trafficking when compared with PEGylated nanoparticles as demonstrated by time-dependent biodistribution.
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![**Physicochemical characterization of exosomes.** (A) Dynamic light scattering (DLS) of unlabeled human mesenchymal stromal cell-derived exosomes (Naive-Exo, blue line) and gadolinium-labeled exosomes after extrusion through polycarbonate membrane (Exo-GdL, red line). Note that after extrusion, a more homogenous size distribution was observed. (B) Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) of Naive-Exo (blue line) and Exo-GdL (red line). No size differences were found when Naïve-Exo were compared with Exo-GdL, but there was a trend for Exo-GdL to be larger than Naive-Exo (66 nm vs. 70 nm). (C) Z-potential (ZP) of Naïve-Exo (blue line) and Exo-GdL (red line). No change in surface charge was seen due to gadolinium labeling, although a trend was noted for increased negative surface charge (-16.0 mV vs. -19.7 mV). (D) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM): Negative staining of Naive-Exo. Note that most particles are less than 100 nm. (E) TEM: Positive staining of Exo-GdL particles. Note that the size of Naive-Exo and Exo-GdL particles are similar. Calibration bar in panels D and E is 100 nm. In the table, data is presented as averages ± one standard deviation.](thnov09p2325g001){#F1}

![**Dot blots and western blots of mesenchymal stromal cell (MSC) exosomes.** A) Dot blots showing the expression of tetraspanins: clusters of differentiation (CD) 9, CD63 and CD81, heat shock protein 70 (HSP70), sodium/ potassium ATPase (Na/K-ATPase) and a protein loading control, beta actin (β-actin) in whole cell lysate obtained from umbilical cord-derived MSCs, and exosomes derived from the conditioned medium from UC-MSC lines HUC-257 (Exo-257) and line HUC-293 (Exo-293). Note that exosomes from two MSC lines had similar exosome protein expression. B) western blots showing the expression of CD9 and CD81 in exosomes from UC-MSC line HUC-257 (Naive-Exo) and gadolinium labeled exosomes from HUC-257 (Exo-GdL). Notice that gadolinium labeling did not change CD9 or CD81 protein expression. Note, in each case, equal amounts of protein were loaded.](thnov09p2325g002){#F2}

![**Gadolinium loading and release studies. (A)** Gadolinium (Gd) loading efficiency with different initial input concentrations of Gadolinium lipid (GdL) that correspond to 500 (2:1), 1000 (1:1) and 2000 μg/mL (1:2). Note that maximum GdL labeling occurred at 1:1 ratio. **(B)** The time-dependent release of Gd from Magnevist^®^ (triangles at top) or GdL-labeled exosomes (Exo-GdL, diamonds at bottom) in physiological conditions (pH: 7.4, 37 ºC). Note that Exo-GdL was more stable and released less than 3% of Gd over 72 h, compared to Magnevist, which released 20% of Gd by 8 h. Gd concentration was quantified by ICP-MS. Data presented are averages ± one standard deviation, n = 3.](thnov09p2325g003){#F3}

![**Magnetic properties of gadolinium-labeled exosomes. (A)** T~1~ recovery curve of gadolium-labeled exosomes (Exo-GdL, top) at different concentrations of gadolinium (Gd). **(B)** A plot of 1/T~1~ vs. the concentration of the contrast agent in aqueous solution measured using a 14.1 T MRI system at 37 ºC. Longitudinal relaxivity (r~1~) of gadolium-labeled exosomes (Exo-GdL, slope of the red line) or Magnevist^®^ (slope of the black line) is 5.1 and 2.9 mM^-1^s^-1^, respectively. **(C)** T~1~-weight imaging Exo-GdL and Magnevist^®^ at different concentrations in aqueous solution measured in a 14.1 T MRI system. Note that Exo-GdL have enhanced contrast compared to Magnevist^®^.](thnov09p2325g004){#F4}

![**Exosome uptake by murine K7M2 osteosarcoma cells.** Exosomes derived from human umbilical cord-derived mesenchymal stromal cells were labeled with Rhodamine B (Exo-RhB) were added to K7M2 mouse osteosarcoma cells and imaged by confocal microscopy. K7M2 murine osteosarcoma cells (10^4^/cm^2^) were seeded in 8-well chambered coverglass and incubated for 24 h at 37 ºC and 5% CO~2~. Next, K7M2 cells were exposed to 25 μg of Exo-RhB in a 50:1 ratio (Exo:RhB) and incubated for an additional 24 h. Rhodamine B lipid alone (RhB-Control) or Dulbecco\'s phosphate buffered saline (Negative Control) were used as controls. Next, the cells fixed and their DNA was stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) prior to confocal microscopy. **(A)** Exosome uptake shown by confocal images. **(B)** Integrated density of Exo-RhB and RhB-control shows that significantly more RhB fluorescence is found within K7M2 cells after exposure to Exo-RhB compared to RhB-Control. **(C)** A stack of confocal images generated a 3D visualization of exosome location within the cytoplasm of K7M2 cells. The red rectangle in panel A indicates the cells imaged in panel C. Graph shows average ± one standard deviation, n = 3. Two-tailed t-test, \*\* p \< 0.01.](thnov09p2325g005){#F5}

![**Exosome uptake quantified by flow cytometry.** Murine osteosarcoma K7M2 cells were incubated with unlabeled mesenchymal stromal cell-derived exosomes (Control) or Rhodamine B (RhB)- labeled exosomes (Exo-RhB) and the time-dependent uptake was measured by flow cytometry (10000 events per histogram). **(A)** Flow cytometry histograms indicate RhB-positive events (P2) for unlabeled exosomes (Control), or after 6 h, 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h of incubation with Exo-RhB. **(B)** Integrated fluorescence intensity (RhB intensity) of Exo-RhB within K7M2 cells. Note that RhB intensity with K7M2 cells increases over the first 24 h. Data shown is median area under the curve ± 1 standard deviation.](thnov09p2325g006){#F6}

![**Effect of exosomes on osteosarcoma cell proliferation. A**,**B** and **C**. K7M2 mouse osteosarcoma cells were exposed to 10 ng, 20 ng or 30 ng of unlabeled (naive)-exosomes or gadolinium-labeled exosomes (Exo-GdL) and their proliferation was assayed using a colorimetric assay for measuring cell metabolic activity based on the ability of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH)-dependent cellular oxidoreductase enzymes to reduce the tetrazolium dye, 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT), to insoluble formazan. Dulbecco\'s modified eagle medium (DMEM) without exosomes was added as the Control. Note that naïve exosomes produced a dose-dependent decrease in K7M2 cell proliferation, but Exo-GdL did not. **D**, **E** and **F**. 143B human osteosarcoma cells were exposed to 10 ng, 20 ng or 30 ng of naïve-exosomes, Exo-GdL, or exosomes labeled with both GdL and Rhodamine B (Exo-GdL-RhB) and assayed using MTT. Note that, similar to the response of K7M2 cells (**A-C**), naive exosomes produced a dose-dependent decrease in 143B cell proliferation, but Exo-GdL did not. In contrast, Exo-GdL-RhB produced a dose-dependent increase in 143B cell proliferation. To compare the effect of exosomes isolated from different human mesenchymal stromal cell (MSC) lines, line HUC-257 was used in **C** and exosomes from line HUC-293 was used in **F**. Note that the exosomes produced from different MSC lines had similar effects on osteosarcoma cell proliferation. Data are averages of technical triplicates from five independent cell lines (n=5) ± one standard deviation. Statistical analysis by ANOVA followed by post hoc planned comparisons. \* p \< 0.05).](thnov09p2325g007){#F7}

![**Effect of exosomes on murine K7M2 cell apoptosis.** K7M2 cells were exposed to exosomes derived from human umbilical cord mesenchymal stromal cells (Naive-Exo) or exsomes labeled with gadolinium (Exo-GdL) at three different concentrations (30 ng/cm^2^ = 1X, 300 ng/cm^2^ = 10X, or 3000 ng/cm^2^ = 100X). Exosomes were suspended in 1 mL of Dulbecco\'s modified eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% pooled human platelet lysate (HPL) depleted of exosomes. 1 mL of the same culture media was used as negative control (Negative Control) and DMEM with 500 µM of hydrogen peroxide (H~2~O~2~) was used as a positive control (Positive Control). **(A)** Representative dot plots of PI vs. Annexin-V stained cells. Cells in quadrant 2 (Q2) correspond to dead cells. Viable cells are found in Q1 and Q3, and cells in early apoptosis are found in Q4. **(B)** Percent distribution of live (Viable, gray bars), early apoptosis (black bars) or dead cells (hashed bar) after exposure to different treatments for 24 h. Note that the positive control (peroxide treatment) tended to increase cell death and early apoptosis in K7M2 cells, as expected. In contrast, neither K7M2 cell death nor early apoptosis were not affected by exposure to either naive-Exo or GdL-Exo, even up to 100X concentration.](thnov09p2325g008){#F8}

![**Exosomes effect apoptosis of osteosarcoma cells.** Murine K7M2 osteosarcoma cells were exposed to 30 ng/cm^2^ (1X) of unlabeled human mesenchymal stromal cell derived exosomes (Naive Exo) or 3000 ng/cm^2^ (100X) or 30,000 ng/cm^2^ (1000X) gadolinium-labeled exosomes (Exo-GdL) suspended in Dulbecco\'s modified eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% pooled human platelet lysate depleted of exosomes (dpHPL). K7M2 cells were incubated for 24 h and observed under confocal microscopy (the calibration bar is 20 μm). DMEM with 10% dpHPL media was used as negative control and DMEM with 10% dpHPL with 500 µM of H~2~O~2~ was the positive control. K7M2 cells were stained with Annexin-V FITC (green) and propidium iodide (PI, red). Double-negative (no staining) were healthy cells, Annexin V-positive stained cells were in early apoptosis (green), cells Annexin V-positive and PI-positive were dead or necrotic cells (green/red). Note that in the Naive Exo panels, one cell in the lower right part of the panel is undergoing cytokinesis and is staining with Annexin V and PI.](thnov09p2325g009){#F9}

![**Distribution of gadolinium-labeled exosomes in tumor-bearing mice using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). (A)** Representative MR images of mouse K7M2 osteosarcoma ectopic tumor-bearing mouse demonstrating the enhancement of positive contrast at tumor site after 30 min and 90 min post injection of gadolinium-labeled exosomes (Exo-GdL). The images were taken at echo time (TE) of 1.6 ms, repetition time (TR) of 600 ms, and flip angle (FA) of 80º using a 14.1 T MRI. **(B)** 24 h after Exo-GdL injection, the mice were sacrificed, the organs and tumor were disrupted with concentrated HNO~3~ and gadolinium concentration was measured using inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS). Note that the liver had approximately 37% of the gadolinium and the tumor had approximately 16%. Graph data is the average ± one standard deviation, n=3.](thnov09p2325g010){#F10}

![**Distribution of near infrared dye-labelled exosomes in mice with ectopic osteosarcoma tumors**. **(A)** Time-dependent distribution of near infrared dye-labeled exosomes (Exo-DiR) (Exosome) or synthetic nanoparticles labeled with DiR (PEGNP-DiR) within tumor-bearing mice. Note that the DiR labeling of the tumor had a more rapid onset in the PEGNP-DiR injected mice and then waned over time. In contrast, after injection with Exo-DiR, DiR labeling within tumor increased in intensity throughout the 48 h survival period. Note that each image contains a small fluorescent phantom for calibration on the right part of the panel. **(B)** After the 48 h survival period, the organs were collected and the fluorescent intensity was individually assessed. Graph shows the signal intensity per gram of tissue in organs and tumor (average ± one standard deviation). **(C)** After injection, the tumor region of interest (ROI) was selected and the fluorescent signal measured at eight time points over the 48 h period after intravenous injection. Data are presented as the average ± one standard deviation (n = 3).](thnov09p2325g011){#F11}

![**Near infrared dye (DiR) fluorescence within mouse K7M2 osteosarcoma tumors. (A)** Fluorescent bioimaging of mouse osteosarcoma tumors after sacrifice, 48 h after intravenous injection of either by DiR-labeled exosomes (Exo-DiR) or the synthetic control nanoparticle labeled with DiR (PEGNP-DiR). Note that the tumor size was consistent between the two groups. **(B)** Quantitative signal intensity per gram tumor demonstrates the tumor accumulation of exosomes compared with the control nanoparticles. Data is shown as averages ± one standard deviation, n = 3.](thnov09p2325g012){#F12}
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